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Introduction

Let Kbea field of characteristic^) and L=K[u], up2=a^K, a simple purely
inseparable extension of exponent 2 and let A be a central separable algebra
over K which contains Las a maximal commutative subalgebra. Let Du D2,
•••, Dp be the higher derivation of L/K defined by

A («) = -j^u (0<i<p), Dp(u) = 0 .

Then A. Hattori showed in [2] the existence of the elements d. (0<i<p) of A
making the above higher derivation inner in such a way that d1dp=dpd1 and
in the group of Witt vectors of length 2, we have

u-\d19 dp)u = (dly dp)+(ί, 0),

(<*ϊ, dζ)-(dly dp) = (βOJ A), β^K.

Thus u, d19 dp are the canonical generators of Schmid-Witt type for A,
Furthermore to extend this result to arbitrary exponent case, he introduced

in [3] a Galois Hopf algebra ® for a simple purely inseparable extension
L=K[u]y upn=a^K (n>l). He conjectured that if A is a central separable
algebra over K with L as a maximal commutative subalgebra, then making use
of this Hopf algebra, one could find the canonical generators of Schmid-Witt
type for A.

The purpose of this note is to answer this problem affirmatively. In
Section 1, we clarify the structure of the Hopf algebra introduced in [3]. In
Section 2, we give an answer to the above problem. Finally in Section 3, we
give an another proof following the idea of A.A. Albert in [1].

0. Preliminaries

We quote for the sake of convenience some definitions, notations and funda-
mental facts on Hopf algebras. For the details the reader will be expected to
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refer M.E. Sweedler [4], [5].
We fix a ground field K. Let H be a Hopf algebra. Then we shall denote

its comultiplication by AH (or simply Δ), augmentation by SH (or £), antipode by
tH (or t). Furthermore we use the abbreviation

Ah = Σ AcoΦAcί), (I® A) Ah = Σ ACl)®AC2)®Ac3)
 a n d so on. With this

notation A= Σ £(Aci>)ACj0= Σ £(AC2))ACl> Thus £(A)= Σ S(hCΌ)S{hC2,).
An element g oί His called a group-like element, if Ag=g®g. We denote

by G(//) the set of all group-like elements of //.
In the sequel // will denote a Hopf algebra. A subspace / of H is called a

coideal if £(/)=0 and AIaH®I+I®H. If / is furthermore a two-sided ideal
of //, we can form the quotient Hopf algebra ////.

If A is an algebra, Horn (//, 4̂) has a natural algebra structure defined by

Let 4̂ and ^ be algebras, and ω: HξQA^B a i^-linear mapping. We say
ω measures A to B if

ω(A(g)l) = ε(A) 1 and ω(h®xy) = Σ ω(ACl)(g)Λ?)ω(AC2)(g)^),

h<=H, x,

We abbreviate ω(h®ά) by A β. If g^G(H)> then £ induces an algebra homo-
morphism. Let us set

AH = {a(EA\h-a = S(h)aVh<=H} .

Then AH is a subalgebra of A. If in particular A=B and 4̂ is an ϋ-module with
this action, we say that A is an //-module algebra.

Let H be a finite dimensional Hopf algebra and L a field extension of K,
which is an //-module algebra. Then we say that L/K is a Galois extension
with Galois Hopf algebra H, if

(1) LH=K,
(2) [L:K]=[H:K],
(3) the elements of G(H) induce all automorphisms of L/K, In this case,

L is a faithful //-module and for any /^-algebra A, an element/of Horn (//, A)
is invertible if and only if for every g^ G(H)f(g) is invertible in A.

Let H be a Hopf algebra, 4̂ and /? algebras. Suppose that H measures A
to /?. We say that the measuring is /?-inner if there is an invertible element/ of
Horn (//, B) where f(h)a= Σ (Aα> ^ / ( M for all Ae//, « e A We say that/
gives the β-inner action.
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1. Hopf algebras H over K

In the sequel Z will denote the ring of rational integers. In this section we

fix a ground field K of characteristic p>0.

For every ring (commutative with identity) of characteristic p> we denote

by W(A) (resp. Wn(A)) the ring of Witt vectors (resp. Witt vectors of length n)

with coefficients in A. Let S0(X0; Yo), S^Xo, Xx\ Fo, Yx\ •••, be the poly-

nomials which define the additive structure of Witt vectors. Thus we have

(X09 Xl9 -)+(Yo, Yu -)=(So, S19 •••) in W(Z/pZ[X09 Xl9 - , Y09 Yl9 •••]).

Then we can make the algebra K[Xoy X19 ••«, Xn_1]=An into a Hopf algebra by

comultiplication: AX^S^Xo®!, •••, X4®1; 1®XO,

augmentation: S(Xi) = 0 (0<i<n—l).

antipode: ι(X{) = —X{ (0<i<n—l).

In particular,

AX, =
ί=ί*!(j>-i)!

In general,

Λ V — V /<7\ 1 I 1 /<7\ V"

modulo the ideal generated by Xs®Xt (0<s> t<i).

L e m m a . The ideal In of An generated by Xl—X0, Xl—Xlf •«, Xl_λ—Xn_λ

is a coideal of the above Hopf algebra An.

Proof. Since the coefficients of *S, are in the prime field, we have

XJi=Si(Xζ®l9X'i®l, ~;l®Xiί9l®X'ι, *). From this we can easily see

that A(Xp

t—X^)dAn®In-\-In®An.

From this lemma we obtain the quotient Hopf algebra Hn=AnjIn which will

play an essential role. Since An can be considered as a sub-Hopf algebra of

4̂M+I by the natural injection: An^X£\— X{^An+ly Hn also is a sub-Hopf

algebra of Hn+1. We define Ho as the trivial Hopf algebra K. We denote by

δt the class of X£ in An. Though δt depends on n this will not cause confu-

sions because of the above remark. In the sequel we use the vector notations

δ« = δgoδfi ... δϊLΊ1 (e=(e09 e19 - , en_λ\ 0<e.<p).

These form the basis of Hn over K.
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Let L=K[u], upn=a<=K be a simple purely inseparable extension of ex-

ponent n. We are going to show that defining a suitable action of Hn on L, LjK

is a Galois extension with Galois Hopf algebra Hn. For this purpose, we will

introduce certain notational conventions. In every ring with indentity 1, 0°

equals 1. For every integer αGZ, a denotes its class in Z/pnZ. Denote by

(ao> «!,••-, ctn-i) t n e element of Wn(Z\pZ) corresponding to a by the ring iso-

morphism ZjpnZ^ Wn(Z\pZ). For two integers 0 < α , β<p1\ define

0 if a+β<ρn

Finally, for a^ZjpnZ define u* by W*=u* (0<a<pn). With these notations
we have the following:

Proposition 1. (A. Hattori, [3]) Define the action of Hn on L by

he.u* = aioaii- aXLΓiU* where e=(eOy ely •••, en_x)y

0<e.<p, 0<a<pn .

Then LjK is a Galois extension with Galois Hopf algebra Hn.

Proof. That L is an //n-module is clear since α ? = α t . To prove that Hn

measures L to L, it sufficies to show that

S. ^V 3 ) - μiS^So^h - , δ t.®l; l®δ 0, - , l®δi)u«®uβ).

where μ is the multiplication L®L^L, The left hand side is equal to

8r(a^^u^=acoi'β\a+β)£u^Γβ=(a+β)iu
<Λ+β. The right hand side is equal

to

Since Z/p"Z^ WM(ZlpZ), 5,(α0, •-., α t ; /30, •••, /3 ί)=(α+/S) ί. Thus we get the
above equality. We see easily that LHn=K. On the other hand [Hn: K]=pn.
Thus [Hn: K]=[L: K]. It remains to show that the group-like elements of Hn

induce all automorphisms of L/K. But this is clear because L/K is purely
inseparable and l

Corollary 1. The group-like elements of Hn consist only of the identity element
\ofHn.

Corollary 2. For any algebra A, / e Horn (Hn, A) is ίnvertible if and only if

f(ί)ts invertible in A.
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We state two lemmas which we use in the next section.

Lemma 1. Let H be a Hopf algebra, A and B algebras, H measures A to B,
and let J be the two-sided ideal of A generated by fuf2, •••,/„ (f^A). Assume
H f^O for every i. Then H induces naturally a measuring of AjJ to B.

A non-commutative polynomial ring in n variables over K is a i£-algebra cha-
racterized by the following properties.

(1) It is generated as a X-algebra by n elements X19 X29 •••, Xn

(2) For any i^-algebra A and n elements a19 a2, --, an of A, there exists a
unique i^-algebra homomorphism^, such thatg(Xi)=ai for \<i<n. We denote
this algebra by KζX19 •••, XΛ>.

L e m m a 2. Let H be a Hopf algebra with basis 819 •••, δ n , A an algebra and

KζX19 X2, •••, Xmy a non-commutative polynomial ring. Then for every family

{^i,j\ l ^ ^ W j l<j<tn of elements of A, there exists a unique measuring of

K<Xl9 , Xmy to A defined by

Proof. Define the action of H on X. and K by ( Σ α t δt ) X y = Σ «^ f ;.,

h l=S(h) where a^K. To get a measuring, it needs only to define

h-(X{lXi2-Xis)= Σ {Ko X^h ί2yXh)-{huyXis).

2. Schmid-Witt's normal form

Let LjK be as in Section 1 and A a central separable algebra over K with L
as a maximal commutative subalgebra. Then the action of Hn on L defined in
Proposition 1 is ̂ 4-inner. ([4])

Proposition 2. We can choose f:Hn^A giving the inner action in such a
way that f satisfies the following conditions

y(δt.) = d{ (0<i<n~ 1) are mutually commutative, and

f(8e) = diodii-dSLϊ1 (e = (eoy e19 - , en_x) 0<e,<p).

In particular f(l)= Iy and in the group of Witt vectors

(dl dϊ, ..., dl_λ)-{dOi d19 - , dn_λ) = (βOy A, - , βn-i)

with

Proof. We shall construct/ step by step. Assume we have already con-
structed f.: H -^A giving the inner action of H{ on L such that
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/«(δo) = dOy •• ,/ ί(δ ί_ 1) = d._x are mutually commutative,

Λ(δ8oδfi δίLV) = dfrdiι—diL\ι, 0<ej<p

(dS, dt, - , rff_,)-(rf0, </„ - , </,-i) = (A, A , - , A-i)

w i t h / 8 y e l £

Then, since Δδ y =S y (δ o (g>l, •••, δy<g)l; l<g>δ0, •••, l ® δ y ) , δo w=M, δ1 i ί = 0 , —,
and δ, _1 tt=0, we get the relations

d.u = uS .(I, 0y ~,0; doy dly-,dj)f

or equivalently

l, 0, - , 0).

Thus if we put Z),- the subalgebra of A generated by u, dOy dly *-y d{_x. Then D{

is a central separable algebra over K[upt] by E. Witt [6]. Hence in particular
D£ is simple. Now we prove the following:

L e m m a . There exists a measuring by H=HH of D( to D{ extending the
measuring of L to L, in such a way that

Proof. Consider the non-commutative polynomial ring C=KζUy XOy Xu

•, Xi^y. Then by Lemma 2, we have a measuring of C to Z)t defined by

h U = h u (original action),

h-Xj = £(h)dj (0<j<i-l).

Denote by 7 the ideal of C generated by the elements XsXt—XtXs (0<sy

t<i-l). We first show that H-(XsXt—XtXs)=0. In fact, for every ele-
ment h<=H, h^(XsXt) = j:(hClyXs)(hC2yXt) = j:e(hCΌ)dse(hC2,)dt = S(h)dsdr

Thus h*(XsXt—XtXs)=6(h)(dΛdt—dtds)=0. Hence, if we denote the classes
of £/, Xt in C/I by the same letters, H induces a measuring such that

h U=h uy and h'XJ

Next we consider the ideal / of Cjl generated by

' Upn-a,

XJU-USJ(X09 Xly - , X y ; 1, 0, 0, ...,0)

. are defined by (Xξ, X\y ..., X^_λ)-{XOy Xly ...,

= (goygi, '~>gi-i) in the group Wi{K[XQy •• ,X, _J).
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To complete the proof of the lemma it suffices to show that

H J=0.

We shall verify this relation for every generator.

(1) Take an element h of H. Then, since H measures Cjl and L to D£

and h U=h-u, we have h Upn=h-upn. Thus h-(Upn-a)=h (upn-a)=0.

(2) For any heH, h (XtU)= Σ (hClyXt)(hC2y U)= Σ 6(hCΌ)dt(hQ2yu)

=dt((ΣeVk»)ha>>u)=dt(h-u) and h (USt(X0, X19 -,Xt; 1, 0, - , 0 ) ) =

Σ (Acυ ttJ^Ac^S^o, dl9 - , </,; 1, 0, ••., 0) - (h.U)St(d0, dl9 - , rf#; 1, 0, 0, - ,

0). On the other hand, h-u=bu with 6 e £ Thus h (XtU—USt(X0,'~,

Yt;l,0, ~,0))=0.

(3) For any λ e # , A ^(X 0, -XΊ, ~,Xj)=ε(h)gj (d0, d^^d^^O.

Proof of the lemma is thus completed.

Now we return to the proof of the proposition. Consider A, A®Hiy

A®Hi+1 as left ^(gjDj-modules by

boaod = bad,

bo(a®h)od - Σ ba(hClyd)®hC2,,

where D\ is the opposite ring of D{ and a> b^A, d^Diy h^H{ or Hi+1.

Then the homomorphism p{: A®H{->A defined by pi(a®Se)=ade=afi(8e)

(where e=(e0, ely •••, e{_^ , δβ=δoθ •• δίt_"i1, dβ=dfrdii'~dβ

tL?9 0<ej<p) is an

^4®D?-homomorphism. In fact, for every h<=Hiy and d=d&di}—dh

iii£9

(a®h)od = Σ a{KΌ9d)®hί2) = ad®(Σ ^{KΌJKZ)) = ad®h .

On the other hand, since /,- gives the inner action of H{ on L,

M « ® 8 # ) ° O = Σ 4(δ%>.nΛ]/,((δ%)) - β/iίδ ) ^ = *deu« = pi(a®δe)u\

Thuspi((a®Se)o(duΛ)) = pi(ad®8e)u» = pi{a®hβ)du<A .

Since A®D°t is semi simple, there exists a projection q: A®Hi+1->A®Hi

of yl(g)D?-modules. If we put p=p{qy and define/: Hi+1->A by f{h)=p(\®h\

then / gives the ^4-inner action of Hi+1 on Z)f , because f(h)d=p(l®h)d

) Since/gives the ^4-inner action, if we

and diU=uSi(l, 0, •••, 0; </0, Jj, •••, rf,), or equivalently

(**) u~\doy du - , d^u^do, dly -.., rf,)+(l, 0, . - , 0)

in the group of Witt vectors.
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From the second relation, we get u~\d%y d\9 •••, d»)u=(d%, d\9 —,έ ί?)+( l , 0,

..., 0). Thus if we put {d%9 d{y ..-, d*l)-(dOy d19 - , </,)=(%>, yl9 - , 7,), γ / s are

contained in V A(L)y the commutor of L in ^4, hence in L. Replacing </, by rff",

we obtain elements dOy dly •••, d£ of 4̂ which are mutually commutative, satisfy

the relation (**), such that « d\y ••, d?)-(dOy d19 •••, </,)<= ϊΓ ί + 1 (ϋ:).

Define a linear mapping/ t + 1 : Hi+1-*A by

/ ί+i(S8oδίi.. δJί) - dlodl^-d\i (0<ej<p).

Then we see easily, using the relation (**), t h a t / t + 1 gives the ^4-inner action of

Hi+1 on L. Since the induction assumption is trivial for i= 0, this completes the

proof of the proposition.

Corollary. The elements d09 dly •• , i M _ 1 in Proposition 2 together with u

form the canonical generators of Schmid-Witt type for A.

3. Appendix

As we have remarked in the last part of the proof of Proposition 2, to prove

Proposition 2, it needs only to show the existence of the mutually commutative

elements d09 dly •••, dn^ of A, satisfying in the group of Witt vectors the relations

u-\doy d19 - . , dn_x)u = (doy d19 - , dn.x)+(\9 0, 0, -.., 0 ) ,

(d%, dl9 . " , d^)-(doy dly .. d^JςΞ

L e m m a . Let K[doy dly •••, d^^/K be a cyclic extension of degree p* whose

Galois group is generated by σ such that

(</5, dly -,dUi) = (do, dly .-, d^+ih 0, 0, .-, 0)

Then if we define γ, by

(doy d19.-, </, _ 1 ,0)+(l, 0, 0, -.., 0, 0) - (d09 d19 - . , d<_19 Ύi),

Trace 7 , = 1.

Proof. The assertion is a direct consequence of the relation

^(ll iJCL 0 ) = (0, 0, 0, - , 1)
ί + 1 — factors

Proof of the existence of dOy dly --ydn_λ with the given properties. We

shall divide into two steps.

(1) L=K[u] splits Ay but M=K[up] does not.

Consider the derivation D of L/K defined by D(u) = u. Then D is ^4-inner.
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Thus there exists an elements d0 of A such that dou—udo=uy or equivalently

u~1dou—dQ-\-\. Raising to p-th power, u~1d%u=do-\-l. Hence d%—d0 is in L.

Replacing d0 by dfy we get an element d0 of Ay such that

f u~1dou = do+l ,

I d%-dotΞK.

From the first relation, we have dQ^ VA{M). On the other hand, VA(M) is

similar to A®M as M-algebra, and [F^(M) : M]=p2. Since, by hypothesis,

A®M is not a total matrix algebra, VA(M) is a division algebra. Thus i£[d0]

is a field, and in fact a cyclic extension of degree p of if.

Suppose we have already obtained mutually commutative elements d0, dly

•"> di_1 of Ay such that i£[do> dly •••, έ/f_J is a cyclic extension of degree^1' and

in the group of Witt vectors the relations

u-\doy d19 .-, d._λ)u = (d0, d19 - , rf^O+ίl, 0, 0, -.., 0),

hold. From the first relation, if weρutiV=i^[ί/0, dly •••Jt_1], v=upl is contained

in VA(N). On the other hand, [N[v]: N]=p"-' and [VA(N): N]=p2C"-'\

Thus N[v] is a maximal commutative subalgebra of the iV-algebra VA(N).

Because of the linear disjointness, N[v] is in fact a field. Let us now consider

the derivation S of N[v]/N defined by S(v)=v. Then, since S is VA(N)-innery

there exists an element x of VA(N)y such that v~1xv=x-\-1. Since u~1Nu=Ny we

have u~1VA(N)u=VA(N)y and ω^w'^w—#e F^(iV). Furthermore t Γ W ^ ω .

Thus ω^N. We get inductively ^ ^ M ' ^ M - ω ^ M ' W - ω - w ^ ω w ^ ^ ί ; " 1 ^

— ω—u~ 1ωu u~cpt~l:Ό)^'"1. If we take into account that the inner auto-

morphism by u induces a generator of the Galois group of N/K, we have Trace

N/Kco=l. On the other hand, by the above lemma, Trace N/KΎi^^- Thus

Trace (ryi—ω)=0. Hence there exists an element β of JV, such that γ.—ω

=u~1βu—β. Thus if we put d.=x-\-βy we have u~1diu—di=
rγi. Thence d{

satisfies in the group of Witt vectors the relation

u-\d09 dl9 - , d{)u = (doy d19 - . , </,)+(l, 0, .-, 0) .

By the similar procedure as above, we may assume that

(JJ, dl, - . , £/?)-(</,, </„ - , </,.)e ίF,.

There remains to show that N[d£] is a field. From the above relation, dp

t—dt

=\^N. Thus, to prove that N[d{] is a field, it suffices to show that the poly-

nomial Xp—X— λ is irreducible over N, or equivalently, that X^NP—N.

Suppose on the contrary that X—μp—μ with μ^N. Then d^—d{=μp—μ.

Now 0 = u-χdp

i-di)u-u-χμp-μ)u = (
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(rγi—u~ίμu-\-μ)p—(yi—u~1μu+μ). Since we have y{—u~1μu-{-μ^Ny it is con-

tained in the prime field. Thus Trace 7,.=Trace (u~1μu—μ) = 0. Contradic-

tion! This completes the induction step, hence the proof is completed.

(2) K[upi] (ί>0) splits A, but K[upi+1] does not.

Take an algebra similar to A which contains K[upt] as a maximal commuta-

tive subalgebra. Then from the first part, there exist β0, βly •••, β{_^K such

that B^(a\βOf β19 . " , £,_J. On the other hand, (a\β0, βlf - , /5._J

~ ( α | 0 , 0, 0, ...,0, β0, A, -,/3,-J. Thus ^ ( a 1 ( ^ 3 ^ 0 , A, A, - , &-J.

n—i—factors

From this we can easily construct rf0, dly •••, rfΛ_!.
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